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Copyright © 2004 Juniper Networks, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Technologies, GigaScreen, and the NetScreen logo are registered trademarks 
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FCC Statement
The following information is for FCC compliance of Class A devices: This 
equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A 
digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC rules. These limits are designed to 
provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment 
is operated in a commercial environment. The equipment generates, uses, and 
can radiate radio-frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance 
with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio 
communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to 
cause harmful interference, in which case users will be required to correct the 
interference at their own expense.
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ternal networks. Juniper 
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s (GPRS Support Nodes). 
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een roaming partners, setting 
y risks that GTP entails.

mitigates a wide variety of 
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This document aims at GPRS network operators who possess advanced knowledge

GPRS networks connect to several external networks including those of roaming pa
GRX (GPRS Roaming Exchange) providers, and the public Internet. GPRS network
protecting their network while providing and controlling access to and from these ex
Networks provides solutions to many of the security problems encumbering GPRS n

In the GPRS architecture, the fundamental reason for security threats to an operator
inherent in GTP (GPRS tunneling Protocol). GTP is the protocol used between GSN
Communication between different GPRS networks is not secure because GTP does
data integrity, or confidentiality protection. Implementing IPSec for connections betw
traffic rate limits, and using stateful inspection can eliminate a majority of the securit

With ScreenOS GPRS software, Juniper Networks offers a security technology that 
attacks on the Gp, Gn, and Gi interfaces. NetScreen ScreenOS GPRS is an enhanc
ScreenOS firmware and combines most features of ScreenOS in addition to GTP fir
security issues in mobile operators’ networks. Although ScreenOS supports Deep In
does not recommend that you implement Deep Inspection and GPRS concurrently. 
Inspection consume great amounts of system resources and if used concurrently, ca
degradation.

This manual describes the GTP features of ScreenOS GPRS and demonstrates how
on a NetScreen device.
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This reference guide is organized into the following chapters:

• Chapter 1, “New Features in ScreenOS GPRS” on page 1

• Chapter 2, “ScreenOS GPRS Concepts & Examples” on page 7

• Chapter 3, “GPRS CLI Commands” on page 49

• Chapter 4, “ScreenOS GPRS Troubleshooting” on page 71

• Appendix A, “Glossary” on page A-I 

For more information about ScreenOS 5.0.0 features and CLI commands, refer to th

• NetScreen Concepts & Examples ScreenOS Reference Guide, ScreenOS 5

• NetScreen CLI Reference Guide, ScreenOS 5.0.0 release
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This book presents two management methods for configuring a NetScreen device: t
and the command line interface (CLI). The conventions used for both are introduced

!�"#$�� ��% ����������������
Throughout this book, a chevron ( > ) is used to indicate navigation through the WebU
links.

.3 ,(4�@��":�����A�����������A�&����A���)

To access the new address configuration dialog box, do the following:

1. Click Objects  in the menu column.

The Objects menu option expands to reveal a subset of options for Objects.

2. (Applet menu) Hover the mouse over Addresses .

(DHTML menu) Click Addresses .

The Addresses option expands to reveal a subset of options for Addresses.

3. Click List.

The address book table appears.

4. Click the New link in the upper right corner.

The new address configuration dialog box appears.
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Each CLI command description in this manual reveals some aspect of command sy
options, switches, parameters, and other features. To illustrate syntax rules, some c
dependency delimiters. Such delimiters indicate which command features are mand

+�(������1�+�4�,�����

Each syntax description shows the dependencies between command features by us

• The { and } symbols denote a mandatory feature. Features enclosed by thes
execution of the command.

• The [ and ] symbols denote an optional feature. Features enclosed by these
execution of the command, although omitting such features might adversely

• The | symbol denotes an “or” relationship between two features. When this s
features on the same line, you can use either feature (but not both). When th
a line, you can use the feature on that line, or the one below it.

�������+�(���������

Many CLI commands have nested dependencies, which make features optional in so
others. The three hypothetical features shown below demonstrate this principle.

[ feature_1 { feature_2 | feature_3 } ]

The delimiters [ and ] surround the entire clause. Consequently, you can omit featur
and still execute the command successfully. However, because the { and } delimiter
feature_3, you must include either feature_2 or feature_3 if you include feature_1.
successfully execute the command.

The following example shows some of the feature dependencies of the set interface

set interface vlan1 broadcast { flood | arp [ trace-route ] 
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The { and } brackets indicate that specifyng either flood or arp is mandatory. By con
indicate that the trace-route option for arp is not mandatory. Thus, the command m
forms:

ns-> set interface vlan1 broadcast flood

ns-> set interface vlan1 broadcast arp

ns-> set interface vlan1 broadcast arp trace-route

�� �4 "�4��1�����&$���,, ���� ���-� �����

As you execute CLI commands using the syntax descriptions in this manual, you ma
and command features are unavailable for your NetScreen device model.

Because NetScreen devices treat unavailable command features as improper synta
feature usually generates the unknown keyword error message. When this messa
feature’s availability using the ? switch. For example, the following commands list av
command:

ns-> set vpn ?

ns-> set vpn vpn_name ?

ns-> set vpn gateway gate_name ?
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it www.juniper.net/techpubs/.

, select the Download Software 
 download Netscreen software.)

e-mail address below:
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To obtain technical documentation for any Juniper Networks NetScreen product, vis

To obtain the latest software version, visit: www.juniper.net/support/. After logging in
option, and then follow the displayed instructions. (You must be a registered user to

If you find any errors or omissions in the following content, please contact us at the 

techpubs@netscreen.com

http://www.juniper.net/techpubs/
http://www.juniper.net/support/
mailto:techpubs@netscreen.com
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This chapter provides an overview of new features and commands added to ScreenO
of ScreenOS 4.0.0 GPRS.

• “New Features and Feature Enhancements” on page 2

• “Features Summary” on page 4
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This release of ScreenOS GPRS, version 5.0.0, is based on ScreenOS 5.0.0r6 and 
more information on ScreenOS 5.0.0 features, refer to the NetScreen ScreenOS Mig
Concepts & Examples ScreenOS Reference Guide, version 5.0.0.

The following table presents an overview of new features and feature enhancement
GPRS. For conceptual information on these features and to learn how to configure th
the “ScreenOS GPRS Concepts & Examples” chapter.

Feature Description

Policy-based GTP To enable GTP inspection on a NetScreen device, yo
then apply a GTP Inspection Object to a policy.

GTP IMSI prefix and APN filtering You can configure up to 1000 IMSI prefixes and up to
Additionally, a NetScreen device can filter GTP pack
combination of an IMSI prefix and an APN.

Overbilling attack prevention You can configure NetScreen devices to protect subs
PLMN from Overbilling attacks. The solution requires
devices and involves the NSGP module and protoco

GTP sequence number validation You can configure a NetScreen device to perform Se
Validation.

IP fragmentation of GTP 
messages

By default, a NetScreen device buffers IP fragments 
complete GTP message, and then performs the insp
message. 

GGSN & SGSN redirection NetScreen devices support GTP traffic redirection be
and GGSNs.
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Detecting GTP-in-GTP packets You can configure a NetScreen device to detect and
packet that contains another GTP packet in its mess

Unique GTP tunnel index A NetScreen device assigns a unique index to each 
its creation. That tunnel index appears for each logge
message.

Virtual system support NetScreen devices fully support GTP functionality in 

GTP lawful interception You can configure a NetScreen device to identify and
of GTP-U or GTP-C messages based on IMSI prefixe
Station-Integrated Services Data Network (MS-ISDN

GTP traffic counting per bytes of 
data

You can configure a NetScreen device to count GTP
processes for the GGSNs and SGSNs that it protects
by bytes of data.

GTP traffic logging When enabling the logging of GTP packets with a Pa
status, you can specify a logging frequency to contro
which the NetScreen device logs these messages.

Feature Description
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In addition to the new features and feature enhancements introduced in ScreenOS G
and Feature Enhancements” on page 2), the following table lists all other features fo

Feature Description

GTP Release 1997 and 1999 
support

Supports GTP message types for GTP’, GTP-U, and

Route mode and Transparent 
mode

Supports the implementation of a NetScreen device 
in Transparent mode.

GTP Policy Filtering Instructs the NetScreen device to drop or forward pa
specified criteria.

GTP Packet Sanity Check Instructs the NetScreen device to drop or forward pa
whether or not the GTP message format is valid.

GTP Message Length Filtering Instructs the NetScreen device to drop or forward pa
specified GTP message length constraints.

GTP Message Type Screening Instructs the NetScreen device to drop or forward pac
type of message indicated in the GTP header of the 

GTP IMSI Prefix Filtering Instructs the NetScreen device to drop or forward pa
valid Mobile Country Code (MCC) and Mobile Netwo
identifiers.

APN Filtering Instructs the NetScreen device to drop or forward pa
whether or not the APN and Selection Mode of the G
specified APN filters.
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Traffic Rate Limiting Protects GSN resources by limiting the rate of netwo
GSNs. You can apply rate limiting separately to GTP
messages.

GTP Tunnel Limiting Protects GSN resources by limiting the number of GT
on each GSN.

GTP Stateful Inspection Performs numerous verification checks on GTP mes
current tunnel state, including Tunnel Establishment 
and Inter SGSN Routing Area Update.

Hanging GTP Tunnel Cleanup Identifies and clears hanging tunnels from the NetSc
table.

GTP Traffic Logging Provides basic and extended logging of GTP traffic.

GTP Traffic Counting Provides information on the number of T-PDU and G
NetScreen device receives and sends.

GTP Tunnel Failover for High 
Availability

Provides active-passive and active-active high availa
configuration capabilities in Route mode, and active-
Transparent mode. GTP tunnel failover can only occ
NetScreen devices.

All Features in ScreenOS 5.0.0 For more information see the NetScreen Concepts &
ScreenOS Reference Guide, version 5.0.0.

Feature Description
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This chapter describes new features added to ScreenOS to support GTP (GPRS Tun
also describes how you can configure these features on the NetScreen device. This
sections:

• “The NetScreen Device as a GTP Firewall” on page 9
– “Gp and Gn Interfaces” on page 10
– “Gi Interface” on page 11
– “Operational Modes” on page 12

– “Virtual System Support” on page 12

• “Policy-Based GTP” on page 13

• “GTP Inspection Object” on page 17

• “GTP Message Filtering” on page 18
– “Packet Sanity Check” on page 18

– “Message Length Filtering” on page 19

– “Message Type Filtering” on page 20

– “Access Point Name Filtering” on page 23

– “IMSI Prefix Filtering” on page 26

– “Messages Rate Limiting” on page 28

– “Sequence Number Validation” on page 29

– “IP Fragmentation” on page 30

– “GTP-in-GTP Packet Filtering” on page 30
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• “GTP Tunnels” on page 31
– “GTP Tunnel Limiting” on page 31

– “Stateful Inspection” on page 32

– “Tunnel Failover for High Availability” on page 33

• “SGSN and GGSN Redirection” on page 35

• “Overbilling Attack Prevention” on page 36
– “Overbilling Attack Description” on page 36

– “Overbilling Attack Solution” on page 38

• “GTP Traffic Monitoring” on page 43
– “Traffic Logging” on page 43
– “Traffic Counting” on page 46
– “Lawful Interception” on page 47
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NetScreen ScreenOS GPRS supports GTP, which is the protocol deployed between
establishing GTP tunnels for individual mobile stations (MS). A GTP tunnel is a secu
through which two hosts can exchange data. The SGSN receives packets from the M
within a GTP header before forwarding them to the GGSN through the GTP tunnel. 
packets, it decapsulates them and forwards them to the external host.

A NetScreen device can provide security for the following types of GPRS interfaces:

• Gn – The Gn interface is the connection between a Serving GPRS Support 
GPRS Support Node (GGSN) within the same Private Land Mobile Network

• Gp – The Gp interface is the connection between two PLMNs.

• Gi – The Gi interface is the connection between a GGSN and the Internet or 
to a PLMN 

Note: The term “interface” has two different meanings in ScreenOS and in GPRS te
interface is like a doorway to a security zone and allows traffic to enter and exit the z
connection, or a reference point, between two components of a GPRS infrastructur
GGSN.
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When you implement a NetScreen device on the Gn interface, you protect mobile us
same PLMN. To secure GTP tunnels on the Gn interface, you place the NetScreen 
GGSNs within a common PLMN.

When you implement a NetScreen device on the Gp interface, you protect a PLMN 
secure GTP tunnels on the Gp interface, you place the SGSNs and GGSNs of a PL
therefore having all incoming and outgoing traffic go through the NetScreen device.

The following illustrates the implementation of NetScreen devices to protect a PLMN

Gp Interface

SGSN

GGSN

NetScreen Device NetScreen Device

Gn Interfaces

PLMN 1 PLMN 2

MS

Radio 
Tower
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When you implement a NetScreen device on the Gi interface, you can simultaneous
networks, protect a PLMN against the Internet and external networks, and protect mo
other networks. ScreenOS provides a great number of virtual routers making it poss
router per customer network, therefore allowing the separation of traffic for each cus

The NetScreen device can securely forward packets to the Internet or destination ne
VPN tunnels. (Note that NetScreen devices do not support full L2TP.)

For more information on features and capabilities of virtual routers, refer to the NetS
ScreenOS Reference Guide. 

The following illustrates the implementation of a NetScreen device to protect a PLMN

Corporate 
Network A

Corporate 
Network B

NetScreen 
Device

MS

Radio 
Tower Gi Interface

PLMN 1

Internet
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pection enabled.

ailability), unlike Route mode 

een Concepts & Examples 
lability” respectively.

sources, however, NetScreen 
��������������������	
	
����������������������

�(�� ���� 4�7����
ScreenOS GPRS supports two interface operational modes with GTP: Transparent 
Operators can implement a NetScreen device in Route mode if they want the device
infrastructure of their network. This requires a certain amount of network redesigning
implement a NetScreen device in Transparent mode into their existing network witho
entire network. In Transparent mode, the NetScreen device acts like a Layer 2 switc
addresses of interfaces are set at 0.0.0.0, making the presence of the NetScreen de
to users. 

ScreenOS GPRS supports NAT on interfaces and policies that do not have GTP ins

Currently in ScreenOS, Transparent mode only supports active-passive HA (high av
which supports both active-passive and active-active HA.

For more information on operational modes and high availability, refer to the NetScr
ScreenOS Reference Guide—Volume 2, “Fundamentals” and Volume 8, “High Avai

8���� 4��1���,���((���
NetScreen devices fully support GTP functionality in virtual systems. To conserve re
recommends that you use no more than 10 virtual systems.
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etScreen device protects the 
LMNs against which you are 

each PLMN. A PLMN can 

 contain rules that permit, deny 
 GTP packet against policies 
sed on these policies.

, deny or tunnel GTP traffic. 
Screen device to inspect GTP 
ject, to a policy.

 Inspection Object (see “GTP 
olicy, but you can apply a GTP 
blishment of GTP tunnels from 

eby including all hosts in the 
rce and destination addresses.

formation on policies, see the 
��������������������	
	
����������������������

��'�� ()�������
By default, the PLMN that the NetScreen device protects is in the Trust zone. The N
PLMN in the Trust zone against other PLMNs in other zones. You can place all the P
protecting your PLMN in the Untrust zone or you can create user-defined zones for 
occupy one or multiple security zones.

You must create policies to enable traffic to flow between zones and PLMNs. Policies
or tunnel traffic. A NetScreen device performs GTP policy filtering by checking every
that regulate GTP traffic and by then forwarding, dropping or tunneling the packet ba

By selecting the GTP service in a policy, you enable the NetScreen device to permit
However, this does not enable the device to inspect GTP traffic. In order for the Net
traffic, you must apply a GTP configuration, also referred to as a GTP Inspection Ob

Before you can apply a GTP configuration to a policy, you first have to create a GTP
Inspection Object” on page 17). You can apply only one GTP Inspection Object per p
Inspection Object to multiple policies. Using policies, you can permit or deny the esta
certain peers such as an SGSN.

You can configure policies that specify “Any” as the source or destination zone (ther
source or destination zone). You can also configure policies that specify multiple sou

You can enable features such as traffic logging and counting in policies. For more in
NetScreen Concept & Examples ScreenOS Reference Guide.
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bidirectional traffic between two 
icies.

lick Apply :

lick OK :
��������������������	
	
����������������������
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In this example, you configure interfaces, create addresses and two policies to allow 
networks within the same PLMN. You also apply a GTP Inspection Object to the pol

�����

�	 �6��$��(��������":���
Objects > GTP > New: Enter the following, and then click Apply.

GTP Name: GPRS1

0	 $����� ���
Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet3/2): Enter the following, and then c

Zone Name: Trust

IP Address/Netmask: 10.1.1.1/24

Network > Interfaces > Edit (for ethernet1/2): Enter the following, and then c

Zone Name: Untrust

IP Address/Netmask: 1.1.1.1/24

�	 ���������
Objects > Addresses > List > New: Enter the following, and then click OK :

Address Name: local-GGSN

IP Address/Domain Name:

IP/Netmask: (select), 10.1.1.0/24

Zone: Trust
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ick OK :

 OK :
��������������������	
	
����������������������

Objects > Addresses > List > New: Enter the following, and then click OK :

Address Name: remote-SGSN

IP Address/Domain Name:

IP/Netmask: (select), 1.2.2.5/32

Zone: Untrust

�	 ��4�����
Policies > (From: Trust, To: Untrust) > New: Enter the following, and then cl

Source Address: 

Address Book Entry: (select), local-GGSN

Destination Address: 

Address Book Entry: (select), remote-SGSN

Service: GTP

GTP Inspection Object: GPRS1 (select)

Action: Permit

Policies > (From: Untrust, To: Trust) New: Enter the following, and then click

Source Address: 

Address Book Entry: (select), remote-SGSN

Destination Address: 

Address Book Entry: (select), local-GGSN

Service: GTP

GTP Inspection Object: GPRS1 (select)

Action: Permit
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te-sgsn gtp permit

al-ggsn gtp permit
��������������������	
	
����������������������
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�	 �6��$��(��������":���
ns500-> set gtp configuration gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save

0	 $����� ���
ns500-> set interface ethernet3/2 zone trust
ns500-> set interface ethernet3/2 ip 10.1.1.1/24
ns500-> set interface ethernet1/2 zone untrust
ns500-> set interface ethernet1/2 ip 1.1.1.1/24

�	 ���������
ns500-> set address trust local-ggsn 10.1.1.0/32
ns500-> set address untrust remote-sgsn 2.2.2.5/32

�	 ��4�����
ns500-> set policy from trust to untrust local-ggsn remo

The system returns a policy ID, for example: policy id = 4

ns500-> set policy id 4 gtp gprs1
ns500-> set policy from untrust to trust remote-sgsn loc

The system returns a policy ID, for example: policy id = 5

ns500-> set policy id 5 gtp gprs1
ns500-> save
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reate a GTP Inspection Object 
hey allow you to configure 
 NetScreen device to control 
, and so on.

ion. Furthermore, in the CLI, to 
e command.

rve most of the default values, 
��������������������	
	
����������������������

��������������)	���
To enable the NetScreen device to perform the inspection of GTP traffic, you must c
and then apply it to a policy. GTP Inspection Objects provide more flexibility in that t
multiple policies each enforcing different GTP configurations. You can configure the
GTP traffic differently based on source and destination zones and addresses, action

Note that to configure GTP features, you must enter the context of a GTP configurat
save your settings, you must first exit the GTP configuration, and then enter the sav

.3 ,(4�@���� ���%� ��6��$��(��������":���
In this example you create a GTP Inspection Object named LA-NY where you prese
but enable the Sequence Number Validation and GTP-in-GTP Denied features.

�����

Objects > GTP > New: Enter the following, and then click Apply.

GTP Name: LA-NY

Sequence Number Validation: (select)

GTP-in-GTP Denied: (select)

���

ns500-> set gtp configuration la-ny
ns500(gtp:la-ny)-> set seq-number-validated
ns500(gtp:la-ny)-> set gtp-in-gtp-denied
ns500(gtp:la-ny)-> exit
ns500-> save
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 header of each GTP packet for 
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e GTP release version number
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tion Partnership Project). For 
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When a NetScreen device receives a GTP packet, it checks the packet against polic
the packet matches a policy, the NetScreen device then inspects the packet accordi
applied to the policy. If the packet fails to meet any of the GTP configuration parame
drops the packet.

This section describes features that constitute a GTP configuration and by which the
GTP traffic inspection.

� �*���� ���1��/��*
The NetScreen device performs a GTP packet sanity check to determine if a packet 
By performing a sanity check, the NetScreen device protects its GSN resources by p
process malformed GTP packets.

When performing the GTP packet sanity check, the NetScreen device examines the
the following:

• GTP release version number—ScreenOS GPRS supports versions 0 and 1

• Appropriate setting of predefined bits—which predefined bits depends on th

• Protocol type—for version 1 (including GTP’)

• UDP/TCP packet length

If the packet does not conform to UDP and GTP standards, the NetScreen device d
the NetScreen device from forwarding malformed or forged traffic. The NetScreen d
sanity checking automatically; there is no need to configure this feature. 

Note: NetScreen complies to GTP standards established by the 3GPP (3rd Genera
more information on these standards, refer to the following technical specification d

• 3GPP TS 09.60 v6.9.0 (2000-09)

• 3GPP TS 29.060 v3.8.0 (2001-03)

• 3GPP TS 32.015 v3.9.0 (2002-03)
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um or maximum message 
ength, in octets, of the GTP 
 the IP header. The default 

 the maximum GTP message 
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You can configure the NetScreen device to drop packets that do not meet the minim
lengths that you specify. In the GTP header, the message length field indicates the l
payload. It does not include the length of the GTP header itself, the UDP header, or
minimum and maximum GTP message lengths are 0 and 1452, respectively. 

.3 ,(4�@�������%��6��,��� %��4��%�/�
In this example, you configure the minimum GTP message length to be 8 octets and
length to be 1200 octets for the “GPRS1” GTP Inspection Object.

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1): Enter the following, and then click Apply :

Minimum Message Length: 8

Maximum Message Length: 1200

���

ns500-> set gtp configuration gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set min-message-length 8
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set max-message-length 1200
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save
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 Version 1 column, and then 
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You can configure the NetScreen device to filter GTP packets and permit or deny th
type. By default, the NetScreen device permits all GTP message types.

A GTP message type includes one or many messages. When you permit or deny a m
permit or deny all messages of the specified type. For example, if you select to drop
type, you thereby drop “sgsn context request”, “sgsn context response”, and “sgsn co
For more information on message types, see “Supported Message Types” on page 

You permit and deny message types based on the GTP version number. For exampl
for one version while you permit them for the other version.

.3 ,(4�@����,�����%� ���+��1��%�7��� %��61(��
In this example, for the “GPRS1” GTP configuration, you configure the NetScreen de
and failure-report message types—both for version 1.

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1) > Message Drop: Select the following in the
click Apply :

Error Indication: (select)

Failure Report Request/Response: (select)

���

ns500-> set gtp configuration gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set drop error-indication
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set drop failure-report
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save
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The following table lists the GTP messages supported in GTP Releases 1997 and 1
messages for GTP’) and the message types that you can use to configure GTP mes

Message Message Type Version

create AA pdp context request create-aa-pdp �

create AA pdp context response create-aa-pdp �

create pdp context request create-pdp �

create pdp context response create-pdp �

Data record request  data-record �

Data record response data-record �

delete AA pdp context request delete-aa-pdp �

delete AA pdp context response delete-aa-pdp �

delete pdp context request delete-pdp �

delete pdp context response delete-pdp �

echo request echo �

echo response echo �

error indication error-indication �

failure report request failure-report �

failure report response failure-report �

forward relocation request fwd-relocation

forward relocation response fwd-relocation

forward relocation complete fwd-relocation

forward relocation complete acknowledge fwd-relocation

forward SRNS context fwd-srns-context
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 0 Version 1
��������������������	
	
����������������������

forward SRNS context acknowledge fwd-srns-context

identification request identification �

identification response identification �

node alive request node-alive �

node alive response node-alive �

note MS GPRS present request note-ms-present �

note MS GPRS present response note-ms-present �

pdu notification request pdu-notification �

pdu notification response pdu-notification �

pdu notification reject request pdu-notification �

pdu notification reject response pdu-notification �

RAN info relay ran-info

redirection request redirection �

redirection response redirection �

relocation cancel request relocation-cancel

relocation cancel response relocation-cancel

send route info request send-route �

send route info response send-route �

sgsn context request sgsn-context �

sgsn context response sgsn-context �

sgsn context acknowledge sgsn-context �

supported extension headers notification supported-extension

g-pdu gtp-pdu �

Message Message Type Version
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An Access Point Name (APN) is an Information Element (IE) included in the header
information on how to reach a network. An APN is composed of two elements: 

• A network ID, which identifies the name of an external network such as “mo

• An operator ID, which uniquely identifies the operators’ PLMN such as “mnc

By default, the NetScreen device permits all APNs. However, you can configure the
to restrict roaming subscribers’ access to external networks. You can configure up to

To enable APN filtering, you must specify one or more APNs. To set an APN, you ne
the network (for example, “mobiphone.com”), and the operator ID. Because the doma
an APN can potentially be very long and contain many characters, you can use the w
of the APN. The wild card indicates that the APN is not limited only to “mobiphone.c
characters that might precede it.

You must also set a Selection Mode for the APN. The Selection Mode indicates the o
not the HLR (Home Location Register) verified the user-subscription. You set the Se
security needs of your network. The possible Selection Modes are the following:

• Mobile Station – MS-provided APN, subscription not verified

This Selection Mode indicates that the mobile station (MS) provided th
verify the user’s subscription to the network.

• Network – Network-provided APN, subscription not verified

This Selection Mode indicates that the network provided a default APN 
one, and that the HLR did not verify the user’s subscription to the netw

update pdp context request update-pdp �

updated pdp context response update-pdp �

version not supported version-not-supported �

Message Message Type Version
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pecified. Because APN filtering 
event the inadvertent exclusion 
nies all other APNs that do not 

f an IMSI prefix and an APN.

u use the wildcard “*”. You also 

 click OK :

3.mcc456.gprs

gprs selection net
��������������������	
	
����������������������

• Verified – MS or Network-provided APN, subscription verified

This Selection Mode indicates that the MS or the network provided the
the user’s subscription to the network.

APN filtering applies only to “create pdp request” messages. When performing APN
inspects GTP packets looking for APNs that match APNs that you set. If the APN of 
that you specified, the NetScreen device then verifies the Selection Mode and only f
the APN and the Selection Mode match the APN and the Selection Mode that you s
is based on perfect matches, using the wildcard “*” when setting an APN suffix can pr
of APNs that you would otherwise authorize. The NetScreen device automatically de
match.

Additionally, a NetScreen device can filter GTP packets based on the combination o

.3 ,(4�@�������%� ������ ��� ���4�������7���
In this example, you set “mobiphone.com.mnc123.mcc456.gprs” as an APN, and yo
set Network as the Selection Mode.

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1) > APN > New: Enter the following, and then

Access Point Name: *mobiphone.com.mnc12

Selection Mode: Network (select)

���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set apn *mobiphone.com.mnc123.mcc456.
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save
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.3 ,(4�@�������%� ���,"�����$7�$�(����3� ���������4���
In this example, you set “mobiphone.com.mnc123.mcc456.gprs” as an APN using th
Selection Modes for this APN. You also set the IMSI prefix for a known PLMN, whic

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1) > APN: Enter the following, and then click O

Access Point Name: *mobiphone.com.mnc12

Mobile Country-Network Code: 246565

Selection Mode: Mobile Station, Network, Ver

���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set mcc-mnc 246565 apn *mobiphone.com

pass2

ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save

1.  The MCC-MNC pair can be five or six digits.

2.  The variable “pass” in the CLI is equal to selecting all three Selection Modes in the WebUI as it permits traffic from all S
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A GSN (GPRS Support Node) identifies a mobile station by its IMSI (International Mo
composed of three elements: the MCC (Mobile Country Code), the MNC (Mobile Ne
Subscriber Identification Number). The MCC and MNC combined constitute the IMS
subscriber’s home network, or PLMN.

You can configure the NetScreen device to deny GTP traffic coming from non-roam
prefixes. By default, a NetScreen device does not perform IMSI prefix filtering on GT
prefixes, you configure the NetScreen device to filter “create pdp request” messages
with IMSI prefixes that match the ones you set. The NetScreen device drops GTP pa
not match any of the IMSI prefixes that you set. You can set up to 1000 IMSI prefixe

Additionally, you can filter GTP packets based on the combination of an IMSI prefix 
Setting a combined IMSI prefix and APN filter” on page 25.

.3 ,(4�@�������%� ��$7�$������3
In this example, you enable IMSI prefix filtering in the “GPRS1” GTP Inspection Obje
2465653. 

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1) > APN+IMSI: Enter the following, and then c

Mobile Country-Network Code: 246565

���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set mcc-mnc 246565
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save

3.  The MCC-MNC pair can be five or six digits.
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You can disable IMSI prefix filtering by removing all MCC-MNC pairs set on the NetS
remove all the IMSI prefixes, the NetScreen device no longer inspects “create pdp re
prefixes and permits all MCC-MNC pairs.

.3 ,(4�@�+�� "4��%�$7�$������3�-�4�����%
In this example, you remove the IMSI prefix you previously set for the “GPRS1” GTP
246565.

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1) > APN+IMSI: Click Remove  for the 246565
and then answer OK to the prompt asking you to confirm the removal.

���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> unset mcc-mnc 246565
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save

Note: This example assumes that there is only one IMSI prefix configured in the GT
disable IMSI prefix filtering, you must remove all IMSI prefixes set in a GTP configu
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sages can potentially 
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he default rate is “unlimited”.
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r Border Gateway, so that legitimate 

ers from roaming, forwarding data to 
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You can configure the NetScreen device to limit the rate of network traffic going to a
thresholds, in packets per second, for GTP-Control (GTP-C) messages. GTP-C mes
overwhelm a GSN as they require processing and replying. By setting a rate limit on
protect your GSNs from possible Denial of Service (DoS) attacks such as Border Ga
and GTP flood5.

This feature limits the rate of traffic sent to each GSN from the NetScreen firewall. T

.3 ,(4�@�������%� � ���&�,��
In the following example, you limit the rate of incoming GTP-C messages to 300 pac

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1): Enter the following, and then click Apply :

Control Plane Traffic Rate Limit: 300

���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set limit rate 300
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save

4.  A malicious operator connected to the same GRX as your PLMN can generate enough network traffic directed at you
traffic is starved for bandwidth in or out of your PLMN, thus denying roaming access to or from your network.

5.  GTP traffic can flood a GSN, forcing it to spend its CPU cycles processing illegitimate data. This can prevent subscrib
external networks, or preventing a GPRS attach to the network.
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You can configure a NetScreen device to perform Sequence Number Validation.

The header of a GTP packet contains a Sequence Number field. This number indica
GTP packets the order of the packets. During the PDP context activation stage, a se
the Sequence Number value for the first G-PDU it sends through a tunnel to another
increments the Sequence Number value for each following G-PDU it sends. The val
reaches 65535.

During the PDP context activation stage, the receiving GGSN sets its counter to zer
receiving GGSN receives a valid G-PDU, the GGSN increments its counter by one. T
it reaches 65535.

Normally, the receiving GGSN compares the Sequence Number in the packets it rec
number from its counter. If the numbers correspond, the GGSN forwards the packet
the packet. By implementing a NetScreen device between the GGSNs, the device ca
GGSN and drop “out-of-sequence” packets. This feature helps conserve GGSN reso
unnecessary processing of invalid packets.

.3 ,(4�@�.� "4��%���=��������,"���8 4�� ����
In this example, you enable the Sequence Number Validation feature.

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1): Select Sequence Number Validation, and

���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set seq-number-validated
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save
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at contain a GTP packet in the 

 Apply .
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A GTP packet consists of the message body, GTP header, and UDP and IP header
larger than the MTU on the transferring link, the sending SGSN or GGSN performs a

By default, a NetScreen device buffers IP fragments until it receives a complete GTP
the inspection of the GTP message.

�6������6��� �*���-�4�����%
You can configure a NetScreen device to detect and drop a GTP packet that contain
message body.

.3 ,(4�@�.� "4��%��6������6��� �*�����4�����%
In this example, you enable the NetScreen device to detect and drop GTP packets th
message body.

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1): Select GTP-in-GTP Denied , and then click

���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set gtp-in-gtp-denied
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save
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A GTP tunnel enables the transmission of GTP traffic between GSNs using the GPR
There are two types of tunnels: a tunnel for GTP-U messages (user data) and a tunn
control) messages.

The following section provides information on GTP tunnels and describes how you c
device to manage them.

�6��6����4�&�,����%
You can configure the NetScreen device to limit the number of GTP tunnels. The GS
specified in the policy to which you append the GTP Inspection Object. This feature 
capacity of the GSNs.

.3 ,(4�@�������%��6��6����4�&�,���
In the following example, you limit the number of roaming GTP tunnels to 800 for the
Object.

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1): Enter the following, and then click Apply :

Maximum Number of Tunnels 

Limited to tunnels: (select), 800

���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set limit tunnel 800
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save
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Following a series of GTP packet verifications (see “GTP Message Filtering” on pag
then verifies the GTP packet against the current GTP tunnel state. The NetScreen d
forwarding or dropping a GTP packet on previous GTP packets it received. For exam
precedes a response message, so if the NetScreen device receives a “create pdp co
it did not previously receive a “create pdp context request” message, the NetScreen
message.

Basically, if it receives a GTP packet that does not belong in the current GTP state m
drops the packet. The following are simplified examples of GTP state models.

�6��6����4�.�� "4��/,���� ���6� ���)�
A mobile station wants to reach an external network “www.buygadgets.com” and pe
SGSN to initiate a GTP tunnel establishment. The SGSN sends a “create pdp contex
If the GGSN finds “www.buygadgets.com” in its records, it replies with a “create pdp
This exchange of messages between the SGSN and the GGSN establishes a GTP tu
send GTP User messages to the external network.

To terminate the communication, the MS performs a GPRS detach with the SGSN t
teardown. The SGSN sends a “delete pdp context request” message to the GGSN. T
pdp context response” message and deletes the GTP tunnel from its records. When
response, it also removes the GTP tunnel from its records.

A NetScreen device can receive multiple requests to establish GTP tunnels for diffe
help keep track of all tunnels (tunnel status and log messages for the different tunnel
a unique index to each tunnel upon its creation. That tunnel index appears for each 

$���������������%���� �#(� ��
When an MS moves out of the range of the current SGSN and enters a new SGSN area
context request” to the old SGSN asking it to transfer all information it has on the MS. The
context response” message and sends the new SGSN all the information it has on the M
and information, the new SGSN confirms reception by sending a “sgsn context acknowle
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 the master device if the master 
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From this point on, the old SGSN forwards to the new SGSN any new T-PDUs it rec
this “hand over” procedure, the new SGSN must send an “update pdp context reque
which the GGSN replies with a “update pdp context response” message.

In the case where the SGSNs are located in different PLMNs, all the GTP messages
device. In the case where the two SGSNs are in the same PLMN and the GGSN is i
“update pdp context request/response” messages go through the NetScreen device

6����4�- �4���������>�%/��� �4 "�4��1
ScreenOS supports two HA (high availability) modes: active-active when the NetScr
and active-passive when the NetScreen device is in either Route or Transparent mo
devices in an HA configuration act as master and backup devices. The backup devic
configuration, including existing GTP tunnels, and is ready to take over the duties of
fails. The failover between master and backup is rapid and invisible to the user.

During failover, established GTP tunnels remain active and intact, but GTP tunnels i
are lost. For these, you have to re-initiate GTP tunnel establishment after a failover.
tunnels in the process of teardown (or termination) miss the confirmation message a
NetScreen device. Hanging GTP tunnels can occur for various reasons. With regard
occurs when the GSN at one end of a tunnel sends the GSN at the other end of the 
request” message, and while it is waiting for the response, a failure occurs disruptin
preventing the GSN from receiving the “delete pdp context response” message (con
other GSN. The GSN that sent the confirmation message simultaneously deleted its
the other end of the GTP tunnel is left hanging, still waiting for the deletion confirma

You can configure the NetScreen device to remove hanging GTP tunnels. For more 
Tunnel Cleanup” on page 34.

For more information on HA and to learn how to configure NetScreen devices for hig
“High Availability”, in the NetScreen Concepts & Examples ScreenOS Reference Gu
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This feature removes hanging GTP tunnels on the NetScreen device. GTP tunnels m
reasons, for instance, “delete pdp context response” messages might get lost on a n
properly shut down. You can configure the NetScreen device to detect and remove 
automatically.

When you set a GTP tunnel timeout value, the NetScreen device automatically iden
tunnel that is idle for the period of time specified by the timeout value and removes i
timeout value is 24 hours.

.3 ,(4�@�������%��/��6�,����������6��6����4�
In this example, you set the GTP tunnel timeout for the “GPRS1” GTP Inspection Ob

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1): Enter the following, and then click Apply :

Tunnel Inactivity Timeout: 12

���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set timeout 12
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save
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in which it can specify different 
P-U messages. Consequently, 

Y and Z, instead of X.
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NetScreen devices support GTP traffic redirection between SGSNs and GGSNs.

• SGSN Redirection – An SGSN (A) can send create-pdp-context requests in
SGSN IP addresses (SGSN B and SGSN C) for subsequent GTP-C and GT
the GGSN sends the subsequent GTP-C and GTP-U messages to SGSNs 

• GGSN Redirection – A GGSN (X) can send create-pdp-context responses 
GGSN IP addresses (GGSN Y and GGSN Z) for subsequent GTP-C and GT
the SGSN sends the subsequent GTP-C and GTP-U messages to GGSNs 
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You can configure NetScreen devices to prevent GPRS Overbilling attacks. The foll
Overbilling attack and then explains the solution.

����"�44��%���� �*�+�����(����
Before explaining what an Overbilling attack is, it is important to know that mobile st
an IP pool. This said, an Overbilling attack can occur in various ways. Namely, it can
subscriber returns his IP address to the IP pool, at which point an attacker can hijac
vulnerable because the session is still open. When the attacker takes control of the 
detected and reported, the attacker can download data for free (or more accurately, 
subscriber) or send data to other subscribers.

An Overbilling attack can also occur when an IP address becomes available and ge
Traffic initiated by the previous MS might be forwarded to the new MS, therefore cau
unsolicited traffic. The following illustrations explain this scenario in detail.

The following illustrations describe an Overbilling attack.
 

SGSN GTP Firewall

Malicious MS 
(MS1: 2.2.1.2/32) 

GTP Tunnel

MS1 gets an IP 
address and 
requests a GTP 
tunnel to the GGSN. 
The SGSN builds a 
GTP tunnel per 
MS1’s request. MS1 
initiates a session 
with the server. 

PLMN 1

GGSN
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Internet

N

 Server

Gi Firewall

Internet

N Gi Firewall

Server
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SGSN GGSGTP Firewall

MS1 requests the GTP tunnel 
deletion and leaves the session.

PLMN 1
As the server begins to 
send packets to MS1, 
MS1 simultaneously 
sends a request to the 
SGSN to delete the GTP 
tunnel, but leaves open 
the session to the 
server. 
The server continues to 
send packets to the 
GGSN. The Gi firewall, 
not aware that the GTP 
tunnel was deleted, 
forwards the packets to 
the GGSN. The GGSN 
drops the packets 
because the GTP tunnel 
no longer exists.

SGSN GGSGTP Firewall

New Mobile Station 
(MS2: 2.2.1.2/32) 

New GTP Tunnel

PLMN 1

A new mobile station, MS2 
(the victim), sends a request 
to the SGSN for a GTP 
tunnel to the GGSN and 
receives the IP address of 
2.2.1.2/32 (the same IP 
address used by MS1). The 
SGSN creates a new GTP 
tunnel to the GGSN.
Upon detecting the new 
GTP tunnel for destination 
IP address 2.2.1.2, the 
GGSN, which kept receiving 
packets for the old session 
with the same destination IP 
address, but different MS 
(MS1), now forwards these 
packets to MS2.
Although MS2 did not solicit 
this traffic intended for MS1, 
MS2 gets billed for it.
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To protect subscribers of a PLMN from Overbilling attacks requires two NetScreen d
(NetScreen Gatekeeper Protocol) and the NSGP module.

The NSGP module includes two components: the client and the server. The client co
requests, which the server processes. Both client and server support multiple conne
others simultaneously.

NSGP uses the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and monitors the connectivity 
sending Hello messages at set intervals. NSGP currently only supports the “session
space that holds user-session information, is bound to a security zone, and is identifi
ID).

When configuring NSGP on the client and server devices, you must use the same c
When the client sends a “clear session” request to the server, the request must inclu
address of the server. Upon receiving the “clear session” message, the server matc
clears the session from its table.

The NetScreen device acting as the Gi firewall (the server) must run the ScreenOS 
other device acting as the GTP firewall (the client) must run the ScreenOS 5.0.0 GP
NSGP on the GTP firewall to enable it to notify the Gi firewall when a GTP tunnel is d
on the Gi firewall to enable it to automatically clear sessions whenever the Gi firewa
GTP firewall that a GTP tunnel was deleted. By clearing the sessions, the Gi firewal
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Internet

Server

 Gi 
letion.

The Gi firewall is running the 
ScreenOS 5.0.0 NSGP firmware.
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After initiating a session with 
the server and as the server 
begins to send packets to 
MS1, MS1 sends a request to 
the SGSN to delete the GTP 
tunnel and exits the session. 
Upon the tunnel deletion, the 
GTP firewall immediately 
notifies the Gi firewall of the 
GTP tunnel deletion. The Gi 
firewall removes the session 
from its table.
Subsequently, when the 
server attempts to send 
packets to the GGSN, the Gi 
firewall intercepts and drops 
them.
As a result, a new MS, even if 
using the same IP address as 
a previous MS, cannot receive 
and be charged for traffic it did 
not initiate itself.

PLMN 1

SGSN GGSN

The GTP firewall notifies the
firewall of the GTP tunnel de

MS1 requests the GTP tunnel 
deletion and exits the session.

The GTP firewall is running the 
ScreenOS 5.0.0 GPRS firmware.
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In this example you configure NSGP on both the GTP firewall (client) and Gi firewall (
that you configured the “GPRS1” GTP Inspection Object on both the GTP and Gi fire

�6��-���) 44�B�4����C

�����

Network > Interface > Edit (ethernet1/2): Enter the following, and then click 

Zone Name: Untrust (select) 

IP Address/Netmask: 1.1.2.5/24

Management Services: Telnet (select) 

GTP Firewall
1.1.2.5/24

Gi F
2.2.

Inte
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lick Apply :

 OK :

rnet1/2 context 2
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Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1) > Overbilling: Enter the following, and then c

Destination IP: 2.2.1.4

Source Interface: ethernet1/2

Destination Context: 2

Policies > (From: Untrust, To: Trust) New: Enter the following, and then click

Source Address:

Address Book Entry: (select), Any

Destination Address:

Address Book Entry: (select), Any

Service: Any

GTP Inspection Object: GPRS1

Action: Permit

���

ns500-> set interface ethernet1/2 zone Untrust
ns500-> set interface ethernet1/2 ip 1.1.2.5/24
ns500-> set interface ethernet1/2 manage telnet
ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set notify 2.2.1.4 src-interface ethe
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save
ns500-> set policy from untrust to trust any any any per

The system returns a policy ID, for example: policy id = 2

ns500-> set policy id 2 gtp gprs1
ns500-> save
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Network > Interface > Edit (ethernet1/2): Enter the following, and then click 

Zone Name: Untrust (select) 

IP Address/Netmask: 2.2.1.4/24

Management Services: Telnet (select) 

Other Services: Overbilling (select)

NSGP: Enter the following, click Add, and then click OK:

Context ID: 2

Zone: Untrust

���

ns500-> set interface ethernet1/2 zone Untrust
ns500-> set interface ethernet1/2 ip 2.2.1.4/24
ns500-> set interface ethernet1/2 manage telnet
ns500-> set interface ethernet1/2 nsgp
ns500-> set nsgp context 2 type session zone untrust
ns500-> save
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NetScreen devices provide comprehensive tools for monitoring traffic flow in real-tim
monitor traffic using the GTP traffic logging and the GTP traffic counting features.

6� �����&�%%��%
With the GTP traffic logging feature, you can configure the NetScreen device to log 
status. You can also specify how much information, basic or extended, you want ab
the console, syslog, and the WebUI to view traffic logs. 

The status of a GTP packet can be any of the following:

• Forwarded – A packet that the NetScreen device transmits because the GT

• Prohibited – A packet that the NetScreen device drops because the GTP po

• Rate-limited – A packet that the NetScreen device drops because it exceeds
destination GSN.

• State-invalid – A packet that the NetScreen device drops because it failed s

• Tunnel-limited – A packet that the NetScreen device drops because the max
the destination GSN is reached. 

Note: By default, traffic logging is disabled on the NetScreen device.
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Each log entry in its basic form contains the following information:

• Timestamp

• Source IP address

• Destination IP address

• TID (Tunnel Identifier) or TEID (Tunnel Endpoint Identifier)

• Message type

• Packet status: forwarded, prohibited, state-invalid, rate-limited, or tunnel-lim

• Interface, vsys, or vrouter name (if applicable)

• PLMN or zone name

Each log entry in its extended form contains the following information in addition to t

• IMSI

• MSISDN

• APN

• Selection Mode

• SGSN address for signaling

• SGSN address for user data

• GGSN address for signaling

• GGSN address for user data

When enabling the logging of GTP packets with a Packet Rate-Limited status, you c
frequency to control the interval at which the NetScreen device logs these message
frequency value to 10, the NetScreen device only logs every tenth message above t

By setting a logging frequency, you help conserve resources on the syslog server an
can avoid a logging overflow of messages.

Note: For more information on NetScreen monitoring features, refer to the “Monitori
in Volume 2 of the NetScreen Concepts & Examples ScreenOS Reference Guide.
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In this example, for the “GPRS1” GTP Object Inspection, you configure the NetScre
rate-limited and state-invalid GTP packets. You opt for basic logging of prohibited an
frequency value of 10 for the rate-limited packets, and extended logging for state-inv

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1) > Log: Enter the following, and then click Ap

Packet Prohibited: Basic (select)

Packet State-invalid: Extended (select)

Packet Rate-Limited: Basic (select)

When Packet Rate Limit is exceeded, log eve

���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set prohibited basic
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set state-invalid extended
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set rate-limited basic 10
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save
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With the GTP traffic counting feature, you can configure the NetScreen device to tal
control messages (or bytes of data), received from and forwarded to the GGSNs and
NetScreen device counts traffic for each GTP tunnel separately and differentiates G
messages. When a tunnel is deleted, the NetScreen device counts and logs the tota
of data that it received from and forwarded to the SGSN or GGSN. 

The log entry for the deletion of a tunnel contains the following information:

• Timestamp

• Interface name (if applicable)

• SGSN IP address

• GGSN IP address

• TID

• Tunnel duration time in seconds

• Number of messages sent to the SGSN

• Number of messages sent to the GGSN

.3 ,(4�@�.� "4��%��6��6� ������������%
In this example, you enable GTP traffic counting by messages in the “GPRS1” GTP

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1) > Log: Enter the following, and then click Ap

Traffic Counters: Count by Messages (select)

Note: By default, traffic logging is disabled on the NetScreen device.
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value is zero, which means that 

log) dedicated to Lawful 

 an IMSI prefix in the “GPRS1” 
f bytes to log to 1064. 

 then click Apply :

345678 , and then click Add.
��������������������	
	
����������������������

���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> log traffic-counters
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save

& )��4�$������(����
You can configure a NetScreen device to identify and log the contents of GTP-U or G
prefixes or Mobile Station-Integrated Services Data Network (MS-ISDN) identificatio
by their IMSI or MS-ISDN and log the content of user data and control messages go

You can configure the number of subscribers that the NetScreen device can actively
number of simultaneous active traces is three (3). For GTP packets containing user 
number of bytes of data to log. You can log partial or complete packets. The default 
the NetScreen device does not log any of the content from a GTP-U packet.

The NetScreen device sends the logged packets to an external server (such as Sys
Interception operations. 

.3 ,(4�@�.� "4��%�& )��4�$������(����
In this example, you enable the NetScreen device to trace a subscriber with 345678 as
GTP Inspection Object. You also set the number of active traces to 2 and the number o

�����

Objects > GTP > Edit (GPRS1) > Subscriber Trace: Enter the following, and

Maximum Simultaneous Active Trace: 2

Trace Message: 1064

Subscribers identified by: Select IMSI, enter 
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���

ns500-> set gtp config gprs1
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set trace imsi 345678 
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> set trace max-active 2 save-length 10
ns500(gtp:gprs1)-> exit
ns500-> save
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words:

tion, see the ScreenOS GPRS 

n page 68

 on page 69
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This chapter covers the NetScreen Command Line Interface (CLI) commands that y
functionality on the NetScreen device. 

This chapter is divided into two sections:

Commands in the main CLI prompt which contain the following CLI commands:

• “Main CLI Prompt” on page 50

Commands within a GTP Inspection Object context, which contain the following key

• “GTP Inspection Object Context” on page 59

Note: You can also configure GTP functionality using the WebUI. For more informa
Concepts & Examples chapter.

– config on page 50

– gtp on page 51

– interface on page 53

– nsgp on page 55

– policy on page 58

– apn on page 64

– configuration on page 64

– drop on page 65

– gtp-in-gtp-denied on page 66

– limit on page 66

– log on page 67

– max-message-length on page 67

– mcc-mnc on page 68

– min-message-length o

– notify on page 69

– seq-number-validated

– timeout on page 69

– trace on page 70

– tunnel on page 70
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tScreen device. The output of 

ction Objects and their respective 
tion Object only, enter the get 
 Object.
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Execute the commands in this section from the main CLI command prompt.

Description: Use the config command to display the configuration settings for a Ne
this command includes information on GTP functionality configured on the device.

�1�� 3

���

get config

D�1)����� ���8 �� "4��

������

get config

config Displays all configuration information including configured GTP Inspe
GTP parameters. To obtain information about a specific GTP Inspec
config command while you are in the context of that GTP Inspection
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et and unset commands then 
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Description: Use the gtp commands to obtain information about or remove GTP In
and also delete existing GTP tunnels on the NetScreen device. 

�1�� 3

�����

clear gtp tunnel { number | all }

���

get gtp configuration [ name_str ]

���

set gtp configuration name_str

Note: To configure a GTP Inspection Object, enter the context of that object. The s
become available enabling you to set GTP parameters.
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 between the communicating

l to delete. The NetScreen device 

n the NetScreen device. If you 
ion Object, you obtain information 
d APNs.

ontext of that object.

gning it a name or enters the 
��������������������	
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D�1)����� ���8 �� "4��

���

clear gtp tunnel { number | all }
get gtp configuration [ name_str ]
set gtp configuration name_str 

gtp The clear command deletes tunnels, thus terminating the connection
parties. The following specifies which tunnels are deleted:

• number Tunnel index (or tunnel ID number)—specifies which tunne
assigns an index to each tunnel and uses this number internally.

• all Specifies to delete all tunnels on the NetScreen device.

The get command displays the GTP Inspection Objects configured o
enter the get command while you are in the context of a GTP Inspect
on the GTP configuration such as tunnel timeout, message length, an
The set command creates a GTP Inspection Object and enters the c

• configuration name_str Creates a GTP Inspection Object by assi
context of an existing GTP Inspection Object.

The unset command deletes the specified GTP Inspection Object.
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i firewall (the server) for 

 for the interface command, 
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Description: Use the interface command to enable or disable an interface on the G
Overbilling Attack notification. To view the complete syntax, keywords and variables
refer to the NetScreen CLI Reference Guide Version 5.0.0.

�1�� 3

���

get interface

���

set interface interface nsgp [ enforce-ipsec ]

�����

unset interface interface nsgp
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 the NetScreen device.
erbilling Attack information 

et an interface on both NetScreen 
face for the client and server must 
l Ethernet interface only.

ons from an IPSec tunnel.
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get interface
set interface interface nsgp [ enforce-ipsec ]
unset interface interface nsgp

interface The get command displays the configuration and status of NSGP on
The set or unset commands enables or disables the exchange of Ov
through the specified interface on the NetScreen device. You must s
devices: the GTP firewall (client) and the Gi firewall (server). The inter
have different IP addresses. Also, you can enable nsgp on a physica

• enforce-ipsec Sets the interface to only accept incoming connecti
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Description: Use the nsgp command to configure the Overbilling Attack notification
server).

�1�� 3

�����

clear nsgp { ip_addr | all }

���

get nsgp [ detail ]

���

set nsgp
{
context id_num type session zone zone |
md5-authentication password |
port port_num
}

�����

unset nsgp [ context id_num | md5-authentication | port ]
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 close active connections on a per 
word “all”.

ces only supports the “session” 

xt.

er.

or virtual system. At the root level, 
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D�1)����� ���8 �� "4��
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clear nsgp all 

����� �

set nsgp context id_num type string zone zone 
unset nsgp context id_num 

������

get nsgp [ detail ] 

all Closes all active connections on the NetScreen device. You can also
IP address basis by entering a specific IP address instead of the key

context Creates or deletes a context of a specific type for the specified zone.

• type string Identifies the type of context. Currently NetScreen devi
type.

• zone name Identifies the zone for which you are creating the conte

Note that the same context must exist on both the client and the serv

detail Displays NSGP settings and status of contexts within the current root 
this command also displays information for all virtual systems.
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e TCP header. You can only 

e vsys level.

g Attack notifications. The default 

 vsys level.
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set nsgp md5-authentication password
unset nsgp md5-authentication 

����

set nsgp port port_num
unset nsgp port 

md5-authentication Directs the Gi firewall to enforce the MD5 auth option specified in th
specify one MD5 authentication password per NetScreen device.
Note: This command is only available at the root level and not at th

port Identifies the port number used by the Gi firewall to receive Overbillin
port number is 12521.
Note: This command is only available at the root level and not at the
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Reference Guide Version 5.0.0.

y.

 Inspection Object.

ou are assigning to the policy. 
must first create the GTP 
on command on page 50.
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Description: Use the policy command to assign a GTP Inspection Object to a speci
syntax, keywords and variables for the policy command, refer to the NetScreen CLI 

�1�� 3

���

set policy id id_num gtp name_str

�����

unset policy id id_num gtp name_str

D�1)����� ���8 �� "4��

�����$

set policy id id_num gtp name_str

unset policy id id_num gtp name_str

policy Enables or disables a GTP Inspection Object on the specified polic

• id id_num Identifies the policy to which you are assigning a GTP

• gtp name_str Identifies the name of the GTP Inspection Object y
Before you can assign a GTP Inspection Object to a policy, you 
configuration. For more information, see the set gtp configurati
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 Inspection Object context: 

utions apply to the specified 

 |

] | 
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Executing the set gtp configuration name_str command places the CLI in the spec
context. For example, the following command places the CLI in the London-NY GTP

set gtp configuration london-ny

Once you initiate the GTP Inspection Object context, all subsequent command exec
GTP Inspection Object configuration (London-NY in this example).

�$��� 

���

get configuration

���

set
{
apn 

{

string1 { drop | pass | selection [ ms | net | vrf ] }
any
} |

gtp-in-gtp-denied |
limit { rate number | tunnel number } |
log

{
traffic-counters [ byte-counts ] | 
forwarded { basic | extended } | 
prohibited { basic | extended } | 
rate-limited { basic | extended } [ frequency-number 

1.  You can use the “*” wildcard as the first character in the APN, for example, “*.netscreen.com”.
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 | net | vrf ] |

cation password ]
��������������������	
	
���������������������

state-invalid { basic | extended } |
tunnel-limited { basic | extended } 
} |

max-message-length number |
mcc-mnc number apn string { drop | pass | selection [ ms
min-message-length number |
notify ip_addr

{
[ port port_num ] 
src-interface interface context id_num [ md5-authenti
} |

seq-number-validated |
timeout number |
trace 

{ 
imsi number | 
max-active number [ save-length number ] | 
msisdn number 
}

}

����%����&

set drop
{
{
create-pdp |
crt-aa-pdp |
data-record |
del-aa-pdp |
delete-pdp |
echo |
error-indication |
failure-report |
fwd-relocation |
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fwd-srns-context |
g-pdu |
identification |
node-alive |
note-ms-present |
pdu-notification |
ran-info |
redirection |
relocation-cancel |
send-route |
sgsn-context |
supported-extension |
update-pdp |
ver-not-supported
}
[ number ]
}

�����

unset
{
apn string |
gtp-in-gtp-denied |
limit { rate [ control | user ] | tunnel } |
log

{
traffic-counters [ byte-counts ] |
forwarded |
prohibited |
rate-limited |
state-invalid |
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tunnel-limited
} |

max-message-length |
mcc-mnc number apn string |
min-message-length |
notify |
seq-number-validated |
timeout |
trace 

{ 
imsi number | 
max-active | 
msisdn number 
}

}

������%����&

unset drop
{
{
create-pdp |
crt-aa-pdp |
data-record |
del-aa-pdp |
delete-pdp |
echo |
error-indication |
failure-report |
fwd-relocation |
fwd-srns-context |
g-pdu |
identification |
node-alive |
note-ms-present |
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pdu-notification |
ran-info |
redirection |
relocation-cancel |
send-route |
sgsn-context |
supported-extension |
update-pdp |
ver-not-supported
}
[ number ]
}
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fic Access Point Names (APNs).

.gprs”.

this APN.

r this APN.

PN:

-subscription is not verified.

n is not verified.

ubscription is verified.

en setting an APN suffix may 
e NetScreen device 

tion Object.
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set apn string { drop | pass | selection }
unset apn string  

�������������

get configuration 

apn The set and unset commands allow access or deny access to speci

• string Sets an APN suffix such as “netscreen.com.mcc123.mnc456

• drop Specifies to deny GTP packets from all Selection Modes for 

• pass Specifies to permit GTP packets from all Selection Modes fo

• selection Specifies one of the following Selection Modes for the A

- ms The APN is provided by a mobile station (MS) and the user

- net The APN is provided by a network and the user-subscriptio

- vrf The APN is provided by a network or an MS and the user-s

Note: Because APN filtering is based on perfect match, using the wildcard “*” wh
prevent the inadvertent exclusion of APNs that you would otherwise authorize. Th
automatically permits all other APNs that do not match.

configuration Displays information on the configuration of the current GTP Inspec
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ge type. A GTP message type 
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DP Context Response messages.

eate AA PDP Context Response 

lete AA PDP Context Response 

DP Context Response messages.

.

eport Response messages.

rd Relocation Response, Forward 
ledge messages.

and Forward SRNS Context 

n Response messages.

ponse messages.

and Note MS GPRS Present 
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set drop message_type [ version number ]
unset drop message_type [ version number ]

drop Enables the NetScreen device to permit or deny messages based o
release version number.

• number Specifies the GTP release version number for the specif
versions are 0 (for GTP 97) or 1 (GTP 99). If you do not set a ver
packets of the specified message type for both GTP release vers

The following lists CLI keywords that each represent a GTP messa
includes one or many messages. When you set or unset a message
deny access to all messages of the specified type.

• create-pdp Represents Create PDP Context Request and Create P

• crt-aa-pdp Represents Create AA PDP Context Request and Cr
messages.

• del-aa-pdp Represents Delete AA PDP Context Request and De
messages.

• delete-pdp Represents Delete PDP Context Request and Delete P

• echo Represents Echo Request and Echo Response messages

• error-indication Represents Error Indication messages.

• failure-report Represents Failure Report Request and Failure R

• fwd-relocation Represents Forward Relocation Request, Forwa
Relocation Complete, and Forward Relocation Complete Acknow

• fwd-srns-context Represents Forward SRNS Context Request 
Response messages.

• g-pdu Represents G-PDU and T-PDU messages.

• identification Represents Identification Request and Identificatio

• node-alive Represents Node Alive Request and Node Alive Res

• note-ms-present Represents Note MS GPRS Present Request 
Response messages.
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set gtp-in-gtp-denied
unset gtp-in-gtp-denied 

��!��

set limit { rate number | tunnel number }
unset limit { rate | tunnel }

gtp-in-gtp-denied Enables the NetScreen device to detect and drop GTP packets that 
message body.

limit The set or unset command configures or removes the following type

• rate number Specifies a limit in packets per second for GTP-C me

• tunnel number Specifies a limit in the number of GTP tunnels that 
Inspection Object per GSN.
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it was invalid.
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e interval at which the NetScreen 
t rate limit.

e it failed stateful inspection.

se the maximum limit of tunnels 
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 except for traffic-counters:

TP message.

he GTP message.

ging” on page 43.

 device accepts for a GTP 
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set log { ... }
unset log { ... }

!� "!������"�����#

set max-message-length number
unset max-message-length

log Instructs the NetScreen device to log or cease logging the following i

• traffic-counters The number of user data and control messages t
from and forwarded to the GGSNs and SGSNs it protects.

- byte-counts The number of bytes the NetScreen device receiv
GGSNs and SGSNs it protects instead of the number of messa

• forwarded A packet that the NetScreen device transmitted becaus

• prohibited A packet that the NetScreen device dropped because 

• rate-limited A packet that the NetScreen device dropped because
limit of the destination GSN.

- frequency-number Specifies a logging frequency to control th
device logs messages that it drops because they exceed the se

• state-invalid A packet that the NetScreen device dropped becaus

• tunnel-limited A packet that the NetScreen device dropped becau
for the destination GSN was reached, thus a tunnel could not be e

The following options apply to all the set log commands listed above

• basic Specifies to log the basic Information Elements (IEs) of the G

• extended Specifies to log other IEs in addition to the basic IEs of t

For more information on basic and extended logging, see “Traffic Log

max-message-
length

Sets the maximum message payload length (in bytes) the NetScreen
message. The default maximum message length is 65535 bytes.
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PN:
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device accepts for a GTP 
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set mcc-mnc number apn string { ... }
unset mcc-mnc number apn string 

!��"!������"�����#

set min-message-length number
unset min-message-length

mcc-mnc By default, the NetScreen device grants access to any International M
prefix. An IMSI prefix consists of a Mobile Country Code (MCC) and 
The set and unset commands allow or deny specific IMSI prefixes. T
create pdp context request GTP messages. The MCC-MNC pair can
You can filter GTP packets based on the combination of an IMSI pre

• number Specifies an IMSI prefix.

• string Specifies an APN.

• pass Enables the NetScreen device to permit GTP packets from al
APN.

• drop Enables the NetScreen device to deny GTP packets from all
APN.

• selection Specifies one of the following Selection Modes for the A

- ms The APN is provided by a mobile station (MS) and the user

- net The APN is provided by a network and the user-subscriptio

- vrf The APN is provided by a network or an MS and the user-s

min-message-
length

Sets the minimum message payload length (in bytes) the NetScreen 
message. The default minimum message length is 0 bytes.
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set notify ip_addr { ... }
unset notify 

��'"��!���"(��������

set seq-number-validated
unset seq-number-validated

��!����

set timeout number
unset timeout 

notify The set command enables the GTP firewall (the client) to notify the G
overbilling attack. Such notification directs the server to drop the unw
disables the notification feature on the GTP firewall.

• ip_addr The IP address of the Gi firewall (server).

• port port_num The port number on which the Gi firewall receives n

• src-interface interface The interface from which the GTP firewall 
notification to the Gi firewall.

• context id_num The number that identifies the context. Note that t
Gi firewall.

• md5-authentication password The MD5 authentication password

seq-number-
validated

Enables or disables the GTP Sequence Number Validation feature. F
feature, see “Sequence Number Validation” on page 29.

timeout Sets the tunnel timeout value in hours. The default is 24 hours. Via th
a NetScreen device detects no activity in a tunnel for a specified perio
tunnel from the state table.
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set trace { ... }
unset trace { ... } 

������

clear gtp tunnel { number | all }
get gtp tunnel

trace Enables the NetScreen device to identify and log the contents of GTP
IMSI prefixes or Mobile Station-Integrated Services Data Network (M

• imsi number Indicates the IMSI prefix for which you want the NetS
packets.

• max-active number Specifies the maximum number of subscriber
trace concurrently for the current GTP Inspection Object. The defa
20.

- save-length number Specifies the number of bytes of data to l
user data. You can log partial or complete packets. The default
NetScreen device does not log any of the content from a GTP-

• msisdn number Indicates the MS-ISDN for which you want the Ne
packets.

tunnel The get command displays information on active tunnels on the NetS
The clear command deletes tunnels, thus terminating the connection
parties. The following specifies which tunnels are deleted:

• number Tunnel index (or tunnel ID number)—specifies which tunne
assigns an index to each tunnel and uses this number internally.

• all Specifies to delete all tunnels on the NetScreen device.
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its purpose is to help you 
presents each log message, 

ssage Log Reference Guide for 
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This chapter covers log messages that pertain specifically to ScreenOS GPRS and 
troubleshoot problems that you may encounter in your GPRS network. The chapter 
explains its meaning, and provides a recommended administrative action.

For information on log messages that relate to ScreenOS, refer to the NetScreen Me
a complete list of log messages.
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task }

 command:
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Use the following command to collect information that can help you determine the n

debug gtp { all | basic | cfg | ext | ha | info | msg | 

Use the following command to view the information resulting from executing a debug

get dbuf stream
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 and if the source is not malicious, 
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The following messages appear both in the NetScreen device log and in the debugg

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad EndUserAddr IE

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the ad
a network address (0.0.0.0) or netmask (255.255.255.255).

Action If you generated the GTP packet, fix the EndUserAddr IE in the GTP p
came from an outside source, research who generated the GTP packet
instruct them to fix the EndUserAddr IE in the GTP packet header.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad GSNaddr IE

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the ad
network address (0.0.0.0) or netmask (255.255.255.255).

Action If you generated the GTP packet, fix the GSNaddr IE in the GTP packe
from an outside source, research who generated the GTP packet and 
instruct them to fix the GSNaddr IE in the GTP packet header.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad GGSNaddr in PDPcontext IE

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the GG
was a network address (0.0.0.0) or netmask (255.255.255.255).

Action If you generated the GTP packet, fix the GGSNaddr in the PDPContex
the GTP packet came from an outside source, research who generated
is not malicious, instruct them to fix the GGSNaddr in the PDPContext 
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sage was not version 1.
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ious, instruct them to fix the GTP 
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad GTP header

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because it faile
Possible causes are wrong GTP version number, incorrect number of p
(PT) bit, and wrong packet length.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, fix the GTP packet header. If the GT
source, research who generated the GTP packet and if the source is no
GTP packet header.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad GTP version for port 2123/2152

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because it rece
reserved for GTP version 1 messages, but the GTP version of the mes

Action If you generated the GTP packet, fix its GTP version. If the GTP packe
research who generated the GTP packet and if the source is not malic
version of the packet.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad GTP version for port 3386

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because it rece
reserved for GTP version 0 messages, but the GTP version of the mes

Action If you generated the GTP packet, fix its GTP version. If the GTP packe
research who generated the GTP packet and if the source is not malic
version of the packet.
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ssage version was not GTP’ 

t came from an outside source, 
ious, instruct them to fix the GTP’ 

ssage type was incorrect for the 
.

ange the GTP plane. If the GTP 
 packet and if the source is not 
e GTP plane.

se it was going in the wrong 
irection of a request message.

. GSNs that are communicating 
e path through the NetScreen 
��������������������	
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad GTP’ version

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the me
version 0 or 1.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, fix its GTP’ version. If the GTP packe
research who generated the GTP packet and if the source is not malic
version of the packet.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad message type for GTP plane/version

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because its me
specified GTP plane (GTP-C, GTP-U or GTP’) or GTP version number

Action If you generated the GTP packet, change the GTP message type or ch
packet came from an outside source, research who generated the GTP
malicious, instruct them to change the GTP message type or change th

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad state (direction)

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified response message becau
direction. For example, a response message must go in the opposite d

Action Investigate possible network problems such as routing or layer 2 loops
with each other should not be sending GTP messages through the sam
device.
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was no preceding request 

tric routing, which might have 
. Another possible reason for this 
ay also be that this invalid packet 
een when a request is sent and a 

essage was not expected in the 

tric routing, which might have 
cket may also be the result of 

was no preceding request 

tric routing, which might have 
. Another possible reason for this 
��������������������	
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad state (GSN)

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because there 
message for the current GSN.

Action Investigate possible network problems such as packet loss or asymme
resulted in the NetScreen device not seeing the initial request message
invalid packet might be that someone is spoofing response packets. It m
is the result of a GSN changing its IP address in the period of time betw
response is received.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad state (message)

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because this m
current state.

Action Investigate possible network problems such as packet loss or asymme
caused the loss of GTP messages during transmission. This invalid pa
errors in the GSN or an attacker spoofing GTP messages.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad state (path)

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because there 
message for the current path.

Action Investigate possible network problems such as packet loss or asymme
resulted in the NetScreen device not seeing the initial request message
invalid packet might be that someone is spoofing response packets.
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ot malicious, instruct them to 
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad state (tunnel)

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because there 
message for the current TID or TEID and GSN. 

Action Investigate possible network problems such as packet loss or asymme
resulted in the NetScreen device not seeing the initial request message
invalid packet might be that someone is spoofing response packets.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad state (update tunnel)

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because there 

Action Investigate possible network problems such as packet loss or asymme
resulted in the NetScreen device not seeing the initial request message
invalid packet might be that someone is spoofing response packets.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: chargID IE is zero

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the va
be zero.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, modify the ChargeID IE. If the GTP p
source, research who generated the GTP packet and if the source is n
modify the ChargeID IE.
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vice and modify it if need be. For 
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vice and modify it if need be. For 
age 20.

SI or TID prefix of the message 

 and modify it if need be. For more 
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: disallowed V0 message

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because this m
GTP version 0.

Action Verify the configuration for message type filtering on the NetScreen de
more information on how to do this, see “Message Type Filtering” on p

Message GTP-DROP <message>: disallowed V1 message

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because this m
GTP version 1.

Action Verify the configuration for message type filtering on the NetScreen de
more information on how to do this, see “Message Type Filtering” on p

Message GTP-DROP <message>: disallowed IMSI/TID prefix

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the IM
was not permitted.

Action Verify the configuration for IMSI prefix filtering on the NetScreen device
information on how to do this, see “IMSI Prefix Filtering” on page 26.
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: disallowed APN with SelectionMode

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the AP
with the value of the Selection Mode IE was not permitted.

Action Verify the configuration for APN filtering on the NetScreen device and 
information on how to do this, see “Access Point Name Filtering” on pa

Message GTP-DROP <message>: duplicate IE <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the sp
times in the message.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, correct the duplicate IE. If the GTP p
source, research who generated the GTP packet and if the source is n
correct the duplicate IE.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: IMSI IE is zero

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the va
zero.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, correct the IMSI IE. If the GTP packe
research who generated the GTP packet and if the source is not malic
IMSI IE.
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: inconsistent message length

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because its GTP
the UDP/TCP length standard.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, correct the GTP message length. If t
outside source, research who generated the GTP packet and if the sou
to correct the GTP message length.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: sourceIP inconsistent with GSNaddr IE

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the ad
different from the source IP address in the UDP/TCP header.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, correct the GSNaddr IE. If the GTP p
source, research who generated the GTP packet and if the source is n
correct the GSNaddr IE.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: missing IE <name_str>

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the re
message type was missing.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, add the missing IE in the GTP heade
outside source, research who generated the GTP packet and if the sou
to add the missing IE in the GTP header.
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: non-ascending order IEs

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the IE

Action If you generated the GTP packet, rearrange the IEs in ascending order
outside source, research who generated the GTP packet and if the sou
to rearrange the IEs in ascending order.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: non-digit TID

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the TI
contain an octet, which was neither a digit nor “f” for padding. The TID 
and the letter “f”.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, correct the TID. If the GTP packet ca
research who generated the GTP packet and if the source is not malic
TID.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: non-zero TID/TEID

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the TI

Action If you generated the GTP packet, modify the TID or TEID to not be 0 (z
an outside source, research who generated the GTP packet and if the 
them to modify the TID or TEID to not be 0 (zero).
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: NSAPI is not ’f’ in TID

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the NS
padding in this pdu-notification message.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, correct the NSAPI in the TID. If the G
source, research who generated the GTP packet and if the source is n
correct the NSAPI in the TID of the GTP packet.

Message  GTP-DROP <message>: rate limit

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the ra
NetScreen device for GTP-C (GTP-Control) messages was exceeded.

Action You can verify the GTP-C messages rate limit configured on the NetSc
that it is too low, you can opt to increase it.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: rate limit for T-PDU

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the ra
messages was exceeded.

Action You can verify the GTP-U messages rate limit configured on the NetSc
that it is too low, you can opt to increase it.
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: TEIDcontrol IE is zero

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the val
be zero.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, modify the TEIDcontrol IE to not be z
an outside source, research who generated the GTP packet and if the 
them to modify the TEIDcontrol IE in the GTP packet header to not be 

Message GTP-DROP <message>: TEIDdata IE is zero

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the va
be zero.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, modify the TEIDdata IE to not be zero
outside source, research who generated the GTP packet and if the sou
to modify the TEIDdata IE in the GTP packet header to not be zero.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: TEID/TID/IMSI is zero

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the va
or TEID should not be zero.

Action If you generated the GTP packet, modify the TID (IMSI) or TEID to not
from an outside source, research who generated the GTP packet and 
instruct them to modify the TID (IMSI) or TEID of the GTP packet to no
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 too short.

een device and modify it if need 
ring” on page 19.
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een device and modify it if need 
ring” on page 19.

P tunnel limit on the GSN was 

 and if you determine that it is too 

ecified IE was undefined.
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: too short

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because it was

Action Verify the configuration for GTP message length filtering on the NetScr
be. For more information on how to do this, see “Message Length Filte

Message GTP-DROP <message>: too long

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because it was

Action Verify the configuration for GTP message length filtering on the NetScr
be. For more information on how to do this, see “Message Length Filte

Message GTP-DROP <message>: tunnel limit

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the GT
exceeded.

Action You can verify the GTP tunnel limit configured on the NetScreen device
low, you can opt to increase it.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: unknown IE <name>

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the sp

Action Verify the configuration of the current GSN for errors or malfunctions.
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Message  GTP-DROP <message>: wrong destination port

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the me
port. For example, maybe a GTP-C message was received on a port re
or a T-PDU message was received on a port reserved for GTP-C mess

Action Verify the configuration of the current GSN for errors or malfunctions.

Message  GTP-DROP <message>: long extension header

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because its ext

Action If you generated the GTP packet, modify the extension header to an ac
came from an outside source, research who generated the GTP packet
instruct them to modify the extension header to an acceptable length.

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad new GSN

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the sy
memory to allocate a new GSN. 

Action No recommended action

Message GTP-DROP <message>: out of new GSNs

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the sy
memory to allocate a new GSN. 

Action No recommended action
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad new path

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the de
memory to allocate a new path.

Action No recommended action

Message GTP-DROP <message>: out of new paths

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the de
memory to allocate a new path.

Action No recommended action

Message GTP-DROP <message>: out of new path requests

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the de
memory to allocate a new path.

Action No recommended action

Message GTP-DROP <message>: bad new tunnel

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the de
memory to allocate a new tunnel.

Action No recommended action
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Message GTP-DROP <message>: out of new tunnel

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the de
memory to allocate a new tunnel.

Action No recommended action

Message GTP-DROP <message>: out of second tunnel

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the de
memory to allocate a new tunnel for the secondary PDP activation.

Action No recommended action

Message GTP-DROP <message>: unknown IE (name_str)

Meaning The NetScreen device dropped the specified message because the spe
might be a compatibility issue with other GSNs.

Action Contact Juniper Networks technical support by visiting www.netscreen
registered Juniper Networks customer.)

http://www.netscreen.com/cso
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APN
Access Point Name. An APN is an IE included in the header of a GTP packet that
reach a network. It is composed of two elements: a network ID and an operator ID

G-PDU
A G-PDU is a user data message. It consists of a T-PDU plus a GTP header.

GGSN
Gateway GPRS Support Node.

Gi interface
The interface between a GSN and an external network or the Internet.

Gn interface
The interface between two GSNs within the same PLMN.

Gp interface
The interface between two GSNs located in different PLMNs.

GPRS
General Packet Radio Service. A packet-based technology that enables high-spee
data communications. GPRS provides more than three to four times greater spee
systems. Using a packet data service, subscribers are always connected and alwa
and quick to access.

GTP
GPRS Tunneling Protocol.
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GTP-C Message
GTP-Control Message. Control plane messages are exchanged between GSN pa
messages are used to transfer GSN capability information between GSN pairs, to 
tunnels and for path management.

GTP-PDU
A GTP Protocol Data Unit is either a GTP-C message or a GTP-U message.

GTP Tunnel
GTP Tunnel. A GTP tunnel in the GTP-U plane is defined for each PDP Context in
GTP-C plane is defined for all PDP Contexts with the same PDP address and APN
messages) or for each MS (for messages not related to Tunnel Management). A G
node with a TEID, an IP address and a UDP port number. A GTP tunnel is necess
an external network and an MS user.

GTP-U Message
GTP-User Message. User plane messages are exchanged between GSN pairs or
user plane messages are used to carry user data packets, and signalling message
error indication.

GRX
GPRS Roaming Exchange.

GSM
Global System for Mobile Communications.

HLR
Home Location Register.

IE
Information Element.
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IMSI
International Mobile Station Identity.

MCC
Mobile Country Code.

MNC
Mobile Network Code.

MSIN
Mobile Subscriber Identification Number.

MS
Mobile Station.

NSAPI
Network Service Access Point Identifier.

PDP
Packet Data Protocol. 

PDP Context
A user session on a GPRS network.

PDU
Protocol Data Unit.

PLMN
Public Land Mobile Network. A public network dedicated to the operation of mobile

PT
Protocol Type.
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SGSN
Serving GPRS Support Node.

Signalling Message
Any GTP-PDU except the G-PDU. GTP signalling messages are exchanged betw
signalling messages are used to transfer GSN capability information between GSN
and delete GTP tunnels.

T-PDU
A T-PDU is the payload that is tunnelled in the GTP tunnel.

TID
Tunnel Identifier. 

TEID 
Tunnel Endpoint Identifier. The TEID uniquely identifies a tunnel endpoint in the re
protocol entity. The receiving end side of a GTP tunnel locally assigns the TEID va
use. The TEID values are exchanged between tunnel endpoints using GTP-C mes

UDP
User Datagram Protocol.
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